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INSTALLING NEW NETTING
Tools required:
- Utility knife or scissors
- Zip ties (12 per frame and net)
- Torch and lighter
-Start with your goal frame in its normal upright position!
-Next you’ll want to locate and attach the top corners of your new netting to the goal frame using
zip ties. The top corners will be marked with either removable tabs or bunched, knotted netting.
-After you’ve attached the top corners you should also attach the top center of the netting to the
frame with zip ties. At this point additional zip ties can be added as you see fit.
-Next, using zip ties, attach the bottom left and bottom right corners followed by the bottom
center of the netting to the frame. Once you have the netting where you want it additional zip
ties can be used to secure the netting to the back of the frame.
**NOTE: Pull the netting to the desired tightness before you begin tying the net.

YOU ARE NOW READY TO BEGIN TYING OFF THE
NETTING TO THE FRAME
-The net may appear small, but it is custom designed to fit hockey goal frames
-Start tying at the top center of the goal frame working your way out to either of the top corners.
REPEAT in the other direction.
-Now begin tying from one of the top corners and continue down to the bottom corner. REPEAT
for the other side.
NOTE: Pull the netting down for the desired tightness
-Once the TOP and BOTH sides are tied you can begin tying at one of the bottom corners
continuing until you reach the middle back of the goal frame. REPEAT for the other bottom
side.

NOW IT’S TIME TO ADD THE FINISHING TOUCHES
-Cut off any excess netting! Be very careful NOT to cut the netting too short!
-Next carefully and quickly take the torch to those cut ends of the netting to singe all those loose
strings.
OPTIONAL: Most lacing twine has an element of nylon, for this reason it’s a good idea to
carefully and quickly heat up the lacing twine and knots with the torch. This causes the knots to
melt and shrink just enough to hold everything together a little better.
-You are now ready to add the goal frame pads and net protector!

